EPIC Webinar: What’s up Downunder: Opportunities for ICT research collaboration with Australia

Date: 19 June 2019
Time: 07:30 am CEST
Location: Webinar
Registration: info@epicproject.eu
Cost: Participation is free of charge

Description
Join us for this breakfast webinar!

This webinar will provide information on collaboration and funding opportunities between the European Union and Australia. It aims to support European researchers in the field of information and communication technologies with an interest to collaborate with partners in Australia. Experts in EU-AU research collaboration will provide insights into the Australian research and innovation environment and inform about current funding opportunities.

To register: Send an email to info@epicproject.eu

Audience
EU-based ICT researchers interested in international cooperation or funding opportunities in Australia.

Schedule
- (07.35-07:45) Speaker 1: Dr Rado Faletic, Co-Founder, Montroix Pty Ltd-The international collaboration experts (Australia)
  Topic: Overview of Australia's international engagement & funding programmes
- (07:45-07:55) Speaker 2: Dr Anthony Peacock, CEO, Cooperative Research Centres (Australia)
  Topic: Cooperative Research Centres as a mechanism for international research collaboration
- (07:55—08:05) Audience questions

The Speakers

CRCs CEO Dr Anthony Peacock is a passionate advocate for applied research and a past recipient of the Australian Government’s Eureka Prize for Promoting the Public Understanding of Science. A reproductive scientist by training, Tony has worked at the Universities of Sydney, Melbourne and Saskatchewan. He has served on the Board of a number of start-up biotechnology companies, is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors and is an Adjunct Professor at the University of Canberra. His current research interests are in science communication, research leadership and effective innovation systems.

...continued
The Speakers Continued...

Dr Rado Faletič is Australia’s foremost expert on the European Union’s research and innovation program. He provides support for the international research engagement efforts of governments and institutions across the region and internationally. Rado was previously the Executive Director of the Forum for European-Australian Science and Technology cooperation (FEAST) and has been a participant and adviser to numerous other international research initiatives in a broad range of research fields. He has a PhD in shock-tunnel tomography from The Australian National University and has held a number of technology-based positions including Technical Innovation Manager for the Australian National Institute of Public Policy.